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Power Up Your

Sales and Presentation Skills
Looking for a high energy, inspirational, no-nonsense speaker for 

your annual conference, retreat, mastermind or client 

appreciation kickoff? Kathleen Gage has been inspiring 

audiences around the globe for over 25 years. “Memorable, 

impactful, life changing” only begins to describe what people say 

about Kathleen. 

Fully customized keynotes, training and mastermind experiences to 

inspire you to your fullest potential

Kathleen Gage is a highly sought after speaker, author, business 

strategist and media personality. She is the founder and CFO (Chief 

Fun Officer) of Power Up for Profits, a successful marketing and 

visibility building company committed to empowering her clients 

to play full out and do what they are here to do in a BIG WAY! 

There are two things every professional 

must have… sales and presentation skills.

Sales make the world go round. Presentation 

skills make all the difference in your sale results.

To do your best at sales you must show up fully and 

powerfully. With the right training and development 

you can… 

• Learn how to show up as your powerful self with complete 

confidence in your product & service offerings

• Understand the ONE change that can have a dramatic effect 
on your sales success 

• Discover how to free yourself from mediocrity and define success on 
your terms

• Learn how to express who you are with confidence and integrity to 
convey your message fully.

Most people say they are ready to give it their all, but when you pull back the curtain
you see they are still playing small. To succeed at anything, you have to bring your full 
self. Sales is no different. An element of success in sales is knowing how to present your 
ideas. 

As peak performance mentor, Kathleen Gage will show you and your entire team how to play 
Full out to achieve amazing results.  Once and for all… discover how to tap into what’s truly 
important and stay in alignment with your personal and professional values. 
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Rave Reviews

I can unequivocally say that Kathleen Gage is one of the best. Kathleen

absolutely rocked the stage at Internet Prophets LIVE! and kept our

knowledgeable, cutting-edge audience on the edge of their seats. Most

importantly, she gave from the heart and provided valuable content

they could immediately apply to help their businesses reach the next

level. I highly recommend Kathleen and having worked with her now in

various media, I can unequivocally say that she is one of the best.

Steve Olsher, Author Internet Prophets: The World’s Leading

Experts Reveal How to Profit Online

Kathleen Gage does something wonderful and rare - she not only

knows her audience (a must) she does an excellent job of giving both

compelling content and outstanding examples. She knocked it out of

the park for the Women in the Pet Industry Conference - and I know

she can repeat this for you too!

Shawna Schuh, CSP, Founder – Women In the Pet Industry

Kathleen Gage. Ok, what can I say about this power house of a

woman? Her Mastermind helped me become totally clear on how to

funnel all of my (already) contacts, classes and talents into a string of

exciting events with products that keep moving forward into

profits. Not a dull moment of knowing that everything that I create to

help me can help you and save you the steps of having to learn that on

your own. It engaged me to move forward with confidence.

Linda Burden-Williams, Founder – Infocus Acting

Kathleen Gage, known as the “no-nonsense, common sense” high performance and visibility consultant and speaker, has

been engaging audiences for over 25 years.

Kathleen helps her clients break free of their self-imposed limitations in order to perform at their highest level possible. Her

clients are driven by making a difference through their own unique voice. They do this through speaking, writing and

consulting.

As an early adopter of online marketing, Kathleen is known for cutting through the fluff. She speaks and teaches about what

she believes are the core elements of a successful life: accountability, integrity, honesty, and living with passion and hope.

Kathleen Gage has spoken around the globe to various size groups, authored several books and information products, been

interviewed hundreds of times and worked with thousands of entrepreneurs and companies. Outside of business, Kathleen

can be found training for a marathon, rescuing animals, walking her dogs, working in her many flower gardens, feeding her

horses or playing a fierce game of cards.
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